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Abstract

This paper proposes a case transition network
model to provide a framework for representing
case order information in addition to a Japanese
case frame. The model is regarded as an exten-
sion of bi-gram model employing a case element
as a unit. A preliminary investigation of the
model leads us to the conclusions that the tran-
sition network has sufficient capacity to acquire
case frames with case order.

1 Introduction

Case frames are useful for syntactic and seman-
tic disambiguation. However, case frames which
have been collected are insufficient for natural
language processing systems because most of
the past works collecting case frames were per-
formed manually(e.g. (IPA, 1987)).

We propose a model which considers the or-
der of case element in a simple sentence and
a method acquiring verbal case frames statisti-
cally. Here, a case element is composed of the
semantic features and the case marker, and we
call it a simple sentence if a sentence has only
one verb and there has been no noun after the
position of the verb.

Although a number of studies have been done
on automatic acquisition of Japanese verbal
case frames(Mine et al., 1997; Oishi and Mat-
sumoto, 1995), there is no consideration on the
case orders in the case frames, because chang-
ing a case order does not affect the meaning
expressed by the case frame.

Although Japanese is considered to be a free
word-ordered language, the most general order
is as follows: “a time ingredient – a place ingre-
dient – a nominative – a dative – an accusative
– a verb(Teramura et al., 1987)”, and this fact
is confirmed statistically in (Institute, 1964).
However, the investigation(Institute, 1964) of

word orders ignored difference of verbs, and did
not mention that whether patterns of word or-
ders differ depending on a verb or not. If pat-
terns of word orders differ depending on a verb,
word order information must be useful on de-
tailing a verbal semantic classification.

The acquisition of case frames with case order
has a great significance from the practical point
of view. We hope that case frames with case
order will be applied to:

• acquisition of information, such as stress,
that will contribute to a pragmatic context
analysis,

• detailing a verbal semantic classification,
and

• generation of sentences with natural case
order.

2 Case transition network

We propose the case transition network as a
framework for representing case order in addi-
tion to a case frame. We consider a method
of acquiring case frames statistically from in-
stances on a monolingual corpus.

We expand the bi-gram model employing a
case element as a unit to reflect the word order
precisely. The method proposed in this paper
acquires surface verbal case frames by learning
from a monolingual corpus on the case transi-
tion network.

The case transition network is roughly illus-
trated in Fig. 1. Outline of the learning on the
model is as follows.

1. The model scans a case element from the
beginning of a sentence.

2. The model transits a state to another by
the appearance of a case element. Then
the weight on the arc is calculated.



3. Finally, transition reaches to the terminal
state by the appearance of a verb, and
learning for a sentence is completed.

A path from the starting state to the termi-
nal state, which consists of arcs having non-zero
value, represents a case frame.
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Fig. 1: Overview of the case transition network
model

The case transition network model is formally
defined as follows. When a verb v, and a num-
ber of case elements n are given, the case tran-
sition network N(v, n) = (S,A,w) is composed
of three components, set S of states, set A of
arcs, and weight w of arcs.
State: There are three kinds of states: starting,
intermediate, and terminal states. A starting
state corresponds to the beginning of a simple
sentence, an intermediate state corresponds to a
case element, and a terminal state corresponds
to a verb. Each case transition network has ex-
actly one starting and one terminal state. Inter-
mediate states are distinguished by the appear-
ance position, and are divided into layers. Each
layer consists of all case elements. An interme-
diate state is represented by si,m(1 ≤ i ≤ n),
where i denotes the position of a case element
in a simple sentence, and m denotes a case ele-
ment.
Arc: An arc represents the relation between
two states. The transition, from si,k to si+1,l,
is represented by arc (si,k, si+1,l). An arc
(si,k, si+1,l) has a weight w(si,k, si+1,l).
The weight on arcs: The weight w(si,k, si+1,l)
is given by the conditional probability
p(si+1,l|si,k), where p(si,k, si+1,l) corresponds
to the transitional probability from si,k to
si+1,l and p(si,k) corresponds to the appearance
probability of si,k. Then the p(si+1,l|si,k) is
given by formula (1).

w(si,k, si+1,l) = p(si+1,l|si,k) =
p(si,k, si+1,l)

p(si,k)
(1)

A sequence of case elements are represented
by a path from the starting state to the terminal
state. We call it learning to give the weights to
the arcs.

The presuming probability in appearance for
a sequence of case elements by a case transition
network is given by the product of the weights
on arcs at the path. For the definition of the
case transition network, the network may have a
case frame which does not appear in the corpus
for learning. We expect that when the network
has a case frame which does not appear in the
corpus but has a high appearance probability,
the case frame will be practically useful.

3 Experiments

To examine the appropriateness of the case
transition network, we carried out two exper-
iments. Firstly, to examine how much informa-
tion of a sequence of case elements is preserved
by the case transition network, we executed
experiments of comparing the frequency of a
sequence of case elements with the presumed
probability by the case transition network. This
is because, the case transition network based
on a bi-gram model, therefore the network does
not handle long distance dependencies of cases.
Secondly, we investigated whether the case or-
der information by a case transition network is
proper or not.

We used articles in The Nihon Keizai Shim-
bun, a Japanese daily newspaper for business,
as a corpus. We obtained 557,048 sentences as a
consequence of extracting simple sentences from
the corpus.

We must assign semantic features to a
noun. We adopted eighteen semantic fea-
tures mentioned in IPAL verb dictionary(IPA,
1987) which is collected manually by IPA(The
Information-technology Promotion Agency,
Japan). We constructed a dictionary to
assign semantic features to nouns by allo-
cating semantic features to categories of the
‘Kadokawa Ruigo Shinjiten’ (Kadokawa New
Thesaurus)(Oono and Hamanishi, 1981), and
we revised a part of the dictionary. We also
added some nouns to the dictionary.

We picked up nine postpositional particles:
“ha, ga, wo, ni, kara, he, to, yori, de” as case
markers. Note that, although ‘ha’ is not a case
marker, we handle, in this paper, the ‘ha’ for



special postpositional particle as a case marker.
The method of extracting a sequence of case

order for a verb is given as follows.

1. We obtain simple sentences in advance
where a verb is designated from the corpus
analyzed by morphological analyzer JU-
MAN1.

2. The simple sentence is parsed by KNP1.

3. We mark the case elements which consist
of a noun and a case marker in the parsed
sentence. If there is a suffix, the noun and
the suffix are put together as a noun.

4. We assign semantic features to each noun
in case elements by exact matching. If we
can not assign semantic features to a noun
by exact matching, we try the longest-first
method from behind of the noun. Finally,
when we can not assign semantic features
to a noun, then we mark the noun as im-
possible assignment. It is possible that a
noun is assigned several semantic features.

5. We output the sequence of case elements.

When a noun is assigned several semantic fea-
tures in a sequences of case elements, sequences
of case elements in compliance with the number
of semantic features are produced.

We choose the verbs, “hiraku(to open),
hajimeru(to begin), matomeru(to organize),
deru(to exit), hairu(to enter)”, which have been
ranked higher in the corpus as a subject of our
investigation.

3.1 Investigation of probability

presumed

We experimented on condition that a verb is ‘hi-
raku(to open)’, and the number of case elements
in a simple sentence is equal to three. Fig. 2
demonstrates the relevance between presumed
sequences of case elements by the network and
frequencies of sequences of case elements in the
learning corpus. In Fig. 2, the horizontal axis
indicates the frequency of a sequence of case el-
ements, and the vertical axis indicates the prob-
ability of appearance for a sequence of case ele-
ments presumed by the case transition network.

We also investigated the other verbs. Though
the frequency and presumed appearance proba-
bility differ, the result shows that the presumed

1http://pine.kuee.kyoto-u.ac.jp/nl-resource/
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Fig. 2: The relation between presumed se-
quences of case elements by the network and the
sequences in the corpus for the verb, ‘hiraku’

appearance probability becomes higher in pro-
portion to the frequency of sequences by case
elements in the corpus in a manner similar to
the case of Fig. 2.

3.2 Investigation of case orders

To evaluate how case orders are preserved by the
case transition network, we examined sentences
having three case elements.

We defined preservation ratio to evaluate it as
follows. Firstly, when a number of case elements
is three, a sequence αi of case elements, and
sequences obtained by changing case order of αi,
consist of six sequences, then we let {αi1, ..., αi5}
stand for the sequences except αi. In addition,
we defined a function g:

g(αi) ≡







1, ∀j, p(αi) > p(αij),
s.t. f(αi) > f(αij),

0, otherwise.

Here, f(αi) denotes the frequency of αi at the
corpus, and p(αi) denotes the presuming prob-
ability by the case transition network of αi. Let
Z be a set of sequences obtained by learning.
Then the preservation ratio of case orders is de-
fined by the following formula.

∑

∀αi∈Z g(αi)

|Z|
× 100(%) (2)

The results on investigation of five verbs are
shown in Table 1.

4 Discussions

Fig. 2 shows that the case transition network
presumes a sequence of case elements in pro-



Table 1: The preservation ratio of case orders

the verb (A) (%) (B)
hiraku(to open) 95.0 2143
hajimeru(to begin) 98.7 1304
matomeru(to organize) 97.2 205
deru(to exit) 97.6 336
hairu(to enter) 95.7 419
average 96.8 881.4

(A): the preservation ratio of case order
(B): the number of simple sentences

portion to the frequency of the sequence of case
elements in the corpus for learning. We can
conclude by Table 1 that the transition network
is a model which sufficiently preserves the case
order information. These results lead us to the
conclusion that the transition network has a suf-
ficient capacity to acquire case frames with case
order.

When the number of case elements in a simple
sentence is not less than three, the case transi-
tion network can cope with the problem of data
sparseness by definition. However, the verifi-
cation of the capacity to cope with the data
sparseness is difficult owing to the ambiguity in
the dictionary of semantic features.

In this model, we can assign several semantic
features to each noun. Consequently, several se-
mantic features on a noun demand the several
learning sequences of case elements. Hence the
number of learning sequences is very large com-
pared with the number of simple sentences. For
example, if a verb is ‘hiraku(to open)’, and the
number of case elements in a simple sentence is
three, then 5,256 learning sequences of case ele-
ments are obtained from 2,143 simple sentences.
It is easy for us to imagine that the above fact
will do harm to the learning process of the case
transition network. For the reasons mentioned
above, employing a semantic feature dictionary
with high quality will be needed to improve the
case transition network. How to tackle these
problems remains for future work.

Unfortunately, we could not examine the abil-
ity of the case transition network for detail-
ing verbal semantic classification. However, the
verb ’hiraku’ has two examples “N1 ga N2 de
N3 wo” and “N1 ga N2 wo N3 de” as semanti-
cally different examples in the IPAL verb dic-
tionary(IPA, 1987). The fact encourages us to

believe the possibility of verbal semantic classi-
fication by the case transition network.

5 Conclusion

We proposed the case transition network model
for acquiring case frames automatically. The
case transition network is remarkable as it pre-
serves case order on case frames. The following
conclusions were derived from our experimental
results and discussions.

1. The proposed case transition network pre-
sumes a sequence of case elements in pro-
portion to the frequency of case elements
sequence frequency in a learning corpus.

2. The network has a sufficient ability to keep
case order.

3. Employing a semantic feature dictionary
with high quality will be required for im-
proving the case transition network for
practical use.
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